Connectivity Fieldlab North Sea
Boosting Maritime Digital Connectivity
What is the purpose of the Fieldlab?
In this community validation lab, wireless technologies are tested at sea!
The trigger to setup a fieldlab is the urgent need for digital connectivity,
partly due to a more and growing intensive use of the North Sea.

What do we need?
Connectivity Fieldlab
North Sea

Stimulate innovative collaboration between parties,
such as Mobile Network Operators ( MNOs)
shipowners, nature organizations, fishermen, etc.

Wat does it yield?

Collaboration between different stakeholders:
Energy
Existing Government Research &
sector
Field labs
Agencies
Education

Seaports

Flying start with Mission Critical
Connectivity at sea with 5G and
hybrid technology solutions
(multi-connectivity).

Test area Fieldlab
v e rgun n i n g

Smart combination of techniques
in a cost-effective way
to learn and innovate.

Stimulate groundbreaking use and
develop and test with knowledge &
educational institutes for, in example:

deployment of drones, also BVLOS
Experimental permits from
Telecom Agency and Coast Guard

Combining AI-EDGE for a
more efficient communication and better
situational awareness at sea.

Explore which application yields
most in terms of safety and
added value for The Netherlands
(and Rijkswaterstaat).
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EDGE

Application of 5G spectrum
by the Ministry of Infrastructure
and Water Management

Line of sight

relay

Nine 5G Fieldlabs labs have sofar been set up
in the Netherlands. This could be the first
maritime multiconnectivity Fieldlab in
the world, also exploring long-range 5G!

sensor and antenna systems

smart
camera

VDES

The Offshore Expertise Center of
Rijkswaterstaat in Stellendam is one
of the possible platfoms for the
Connectivity Fieldlab North Sea.

radar

A future-proof and flexible
scalable sensor network at
the North Sea.

The first fieldlab in the world to
gain knowledge and experience of
digital maritime connectivity.

A wireless mesh network
at sea, with fiber / satellite
backhaul

sensor and antenna systems

Opening up digital access to the
North Sea for modern solutions,
such as edge computing, smart
camera's, e-Navigation and
smart shipping.

sensor and antenna systems
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